
The Search Engine for Clinicians



Different and Better 
This isn’t the search your EHR already has. InSight breaks 
through the information silos across hospital data systems by 
providing a single location for every search. You don’t have to 
rely on the limited search capability of your EHR any longer. 

Built for Clinicians 
We designed our search with one simple phrase in mind—just 
ask the question. Our search queries are built to model natural 
language so you don’t have to spend time learning a complex 
new query syntax. 

Intuitive and Modern 
InSight delivers a fast, modern, and powerful cutting-edge 
interface to help clinicians turn data into action. We leverage 
the latest tools to keep InSight constantly innovating so that 
you have access to the industry best.

At Illuminate, we believe there is power in data. InSight is designed to give that power back to 

you—the people best equipped to use it. To that end, we proudly deliver InSight: a multi-purpose 

search engine for the modern hospital. 
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”
“ Products like Illuminate®, that really 

bring the power of free text data that 

we must deal with to the hands of the 

clinician, are very important.

–    Gregory A. Ator, MD 
Chief Medical Information Officer 
University Of Kansas Medical Center, Kansas City, KS



Illuminate is committed to helping hospitals unlock the full 
power of their data, and search is our way of delivering that 
power to you. InSight is an industry leading search tool that 
stays at the top by leading the industry in flexibility, speed, 
and depth. 

Search Anything 
Our search exposes access to the whole content of your EHR. 
You can search every report for a term, every patient for a 
condition, every cohort for a dictating physician and so much 
more—all available with a simple search. 

Search Everything 
An EHR contains an immense range of data. One of the key 
advantages of Illuminate’s search is its access to nearly every 
document in the EHR—including the unstructured data. 
From labs and pathology reports, to radiology reports and 
clinical notes, our search can find deeply buried information 
effortlessly. 

Search Instantly 
Our search is FAST. No more waiting days or weeks to get the 
results of your complex queries. Our search returns results to 
every query in just seconds. 

Industry Leading Search 
With instant access to every search over every document and 
easy-to-understand results, there is no limit to the power of 
search. Put the power of your data back into your hands. 

Search at the 
Speed of Thought
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–    Gregory A. Ator, MD 
Chief Medical Information Officer 
University Of Kansas Medical Center, Kansas City, KS

”
“ Illuminate gives us instant access to a 

decade worth of radiology studies that 

we are able to access, analyze and 

put to use to improve patient care.

–    Judy Yee, Md, Phd 
Professor and Vice-Chair of Radiology, 
University of California, San Francisco VA Medical Center



InSight Features

Use our  
Document Viewer to 
dig into the details of 
a document’s report 

and instantly see your 
search terms with our 

highlighting 

Use our Stat Viewer 
to see a quick 

summary of key 
statistics about  

your search 

Let our intelligent 
auto-complete 

write your queries 
for you 

Use our search pins 
to help you learn the 
software and speed 
up your searching

Results are  
displayed in an  

easy-to-read table 
that gives you a quick 

overview of your 
preferred columns 
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Document Search
Is our primary search tool. Use Document Search to instantly 
find a list of clinical documents that match your search. 
Search on any field that your EHR tracks or search the report 
for any text. 

InSight was built to be a user driven interface. We give you the 
power to customize your search the way you want. Sort your 
results by column, show or hide columns, and reorder or resize 
columns in whatever way you prefer. You have the power to 
control your workflow. 



INSIGHT FEATURES

Instantly identify 
cohorts that match 

your search

Patient Search
Is our patient centric search tool. Use the same search bar 
you became familiar with in Document Search to search for 
any patient in your EHR or instantly find a cohort of patients 
matching your search criteria. Select any patient in your result 
to run document queries over that patient’s documents. We 
give you access to all of the tools in Document Search. 

Understanding data and its implications requires ready 
access to diffuse data. With InSight, you have effortless 
access to any information you might need—from patient 
context and document details to easy integrations with your 
PACS Viewer. InSight is a single distilled solution built to 
handle the entire workflow. 

Seamlessly 
integrate your 

PACS with InSight 
and PatientView
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Temporal Search™

Is the tool to use to link cause and effect. A finding needs to be 
followed by a treatment, so we created a search for both the 
finding and the relevant care. Temporal Search empowers 
users to run any two searches and find every patient who has 
results for both within a customizable time range. For example: 
“a patient with ischemic stroke that is not followed by statins 
in the next 90 days” or “a patient who has two high radiation 
dose procedures performed within 30 days”.  

Temporal Search empowers users to link identification and 
treatment so that you can search for the before and the after at 
the same time. We present the document relationships so that a 
clinician doesn’t need to manually determine them. Instead, we 
present them instantly in an easy-to-understand format. 

Alerts
Get real-time notifications when a document you are 
interested in is added to the EHR. You can use alerts to 
notify you when a patient you are following receives a new 
document or create a search alert to notify you whenever a 
document matching your search is added to the system. 

Bookmarks
Use our Document Bookmarks to instantly 
save any document for easy lookup later. 
You can save bookmarks privately or use 
a public bookmark to easily share the 
document with your colleagues. 

Use Temporal 
Search to run 

complex queries 
for the before and 

the after

Set custom alert 
rules to get 

notifications about 
documents you 

care about

Use our 
Bookmarks to 

save a document 
with an additional 
name, description, 
and tags for easy 

lookup later.

Our notifications 
will remind you 
that a document 

you are interested 
in has arrived 

INSIGHT FEATURES
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Other Key Features
•  Export any search result to CSV to finish your workflow in 

your preferred visualization software. 

•  Documents become searchable seconds after adding them 
to EHR so your search is real-time information. 

•  Positive and Negative searches allow you to find specific 
indications of your search terms.

•  Inclusion and Exclusion searches allow you to find 
documents that include or don’t have certain terms.

•  Effortlessly integrate your PACS with  
InSight and PatientView.

•  Settings allows you to configure InSight the way  
you prefer so that you control your workflow.

•  Saved Searches enable users to easily run common  
or complex searches with a single click.

•  Identify patients with complex histories for clinical trials 
instantly. By reducing the time required to identify prime 
candidates for clinical trials, we reduce the cost of the 
trials and accelerate the return on investment in the trials. 

•  Locate unfollowed procedures. Across the thousands 
of patients contained in your EHR, there are many 
unfollowed procedures. InSight empowers our users  
to find them. 

•  Gather metrics on quality of patient care. Analytics 
are key to keeping an organization running at peak 
condition. By giving you the tools to search your EHR, 
we empower you to track any metric that can boost 
your performance. 

•  Find cause/effect relationships. Temporal Search makes 
it easy to run research for cause-and-effect relationships. 

•  Validate diagnoses. InSight makes it easy to see  
the results of your dictation to help eliminate  
residency discrepancy. 

•  Close the loop on pathology results and imaging 
follow-up. Use InSight to turn your evidence-based 
medicine practices into first class workflows. Let 
InSight inspire confidence in patient care follow-up. 

•  Collect information required for quality compliance and 
other certifications with ease. We put an end to hunting 
down the data—InSight does the legwork for you. 

•  Compile documents for your research with ease. 
You can easily explore your data to find exactly the 
information you need. 

InSight Can Help Your Hospital
We understand that hospitals have a budget and every purchase needs a return on investment.  

Here are just a few examples of how our search can help your hospital. 

Give us 30 minutes and experience the power  
of the data in your EMR. Contact us at 913.981.5300  

or send your email to sales@illuminate.ai.

INSIGHT FEATURES
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illuminate.ai

Experience Illuminate Live!

Contact us today to arrange your  
30-minute online Illuminate demonstration,  

and experience firsthand the power of putting  
even more of your EMR data to work.

CALL: 913.981.5300
EMAIL: sales@illuminate.ai

© Softek Illuminate Inc.

Illuminate software is 
developed exclusively in 
America by a diverse, 
multicultural team of experts.
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